The anharmonic quartic force field infrared spectra of three polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons: Naphthalene, anthracene, and tetracene
I. INTRODUCTION
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHs) are a family of molecules characterized by fused aromatic-benzenoid rings with the free carbon edges capped by hydrogens. These molecules are of great interest in a wide variety of scientific fields. From a material science standpoint, they serve as models and precursors for various carbon-based nanomaterials such as nanotubes, graphene, and fullerenes. [1] [2] [3] From an engineering standpoint, they are a common, yet undesirable, by-product of combustion in engines and rockets. 4, 5 From a biological standpoint, they are viewed as a common pollutant and are studied in the context of their carcinogenic properties. 6 PAHs are also of interest from the astrophysical standpoint. They are the most likely candidate for a set of infrared (IR) features known as the Aromatic Infrared Bands (AIBs) 7, 8 observed around a wide variety of astronomical objects. It has been estimated that up to 20% of the total carbon in the universe is locked up in PAHs. 9 Their importance has led experimentalists, theoreticians, and astronomers to work closely in order to characterize the IR emission of PAHs for use as a probe of the physical and chemical conditions in the astrophysical environments in which they are observed. a) Electronic mail: mackie@strw.leidenuniv.nl Experimental IR spectra have been reported for a wide variety of PAHs using various spectroscopic techniques. Due to the involatile nature of PAHs, two dominant techniques are used to obtain the IR spectrum: high-temperature gas-phase spectroscopy or low-temperature matrix-isolation spectroscopy. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] Attempts to extrapolate these experimental data to astrophysically relevant conditions are complicated by temperature effects in the former and matrix-interaction effects in the latter. High-resolution, low-temperature gasphase spectra have been taken previously, but only for a handful of species and only in the C-H stretching region (2950-3150 cm −1 , 3 µm). 18, 19 The limited availability of PAH absorption spectra of the sizes and structures relevant to astrophysical environments has necessitated the development and use of computational quantum chemical techniques for PAHs. Databases of the IR spectra of astrophysically relevant PAHs have been compiled and are available online. 20, 21 Typically these theoretical IR spectra are constructed using the harmonic approximation within the Density Functional Theory (DFT) framework using B3LYP functionals with very small basis sets (e.g., 4-31G) . This approach has been successful in roughly reproducing the overall IR features, but has compared poorly to high-resolution experiments. 19 Specifically the C-H stretching region and the pure combination band region (1700-2000 cm −1 ) are incorrectly reproduced since mode couplings, resonances, and combination bands cannot be modelled at the harmonic level.
It has been shown in our previous work 19, 22 that an anharmonic theoretical approach is necessary to explain the experimental IR spectra of PAHs. While previous work concentrated on a set of three linear PAHs, this work expands to include a set of five non-linear PAHs which complete the series of PAHs containing up to four benzenoid rings. The reason for this choice is twofold; we want to show that the anharmonic treatment can be extended successfully to nonlinear species, and at the same time we want to understand how edge structure and symmetry influence the anharmonic spectrum. In fact, variations in the IR spectra of PAHs have been observed experimentally and have been attributed to various hydrogen-hydrogen interaction edge effects, 23, 24 and to the variation in molecular symmetries from species to species. To study these edge and symmetry effects, non-linear PAHs must be considered. This work aims to show that the anharmonic treatment can be extended to non-linear species: benz[a]anthracene (C 18 H 12 ), chrysene (C 18 H 12 ), phenanthrene (C 14 H 10 ), pyrene (C 16 H 10 ), and triphenylene (C 18 H 12 ) ( Fig. 1 ). Moreover, we present low-temperature high-resolution gasphase experimental IR absorption spectra of the five non-linear PAHs (first presented in the astrophysical companion paper 25 ), as well as matrix-isolation spectra (MIS) which allows for direct comparisons with theory providing further validation for our approach. Although the theoretical spectra produced are in absorption at 0 K, understanding the fundamental nature of the anharmonicity of PAHs and the importance of resonances will allow us to better understand the emission features of astronomical PAHs.
II. THEORY
The most commonly applied approximation in predicting the IR absorption characteristics of a molecule is the assumption of harmonic potentials. Given the equilibrium structure of a molecule, the nuclear potential can be approximated with just the second-order terms in a Taylor series expansion, referred to as the quadratic force constants. Solving for the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of this system of quadratic force constants leads to the normal mode atomic displacement descriptions and the excitation energies of each mode. The IR intensities of the modes are then calculated by what is called the double-harmonic approximation, which involves taking the derivative of the dipole of the molecule as it is displaced along the normal modes. The harmonic (and double-harmonic) approximation only allows the vibrational fundamentals to exhibit any IR intensity and can greatly overestimate the energies of the fundamentals due to the neglect of anharmonicity.
In order to produce a more realistic spectrum, additional terms need to be included when producing the vibrational potential (and the dipole surface). This is accomplished through an anharmonic quartic force field (QFF) and consequential vibrational analysis. In this case, the nuclear potential is expanded to include up to quartic terms in the Taylor series expansion. Since the potential is no longer quadratic, an analytic solution for the modes and energies is no longer possible (as is possible for the harmonic case). As such, second-order vibrational perturbation theory (VPT2) is required to solve for the energies. The introduction of VPT2, however, leads to the possibility of singularities (nearzero terms in denominators if two states are very close in energy). The terms wherein singularities arise are removed from the VPT2 formula, and instead a matrix is constructed, including diagonal and coupling terms, that is then diagonalized. Four types of resonances are considered: Fermi one (a fundamental is approximately equal to an overtone), Fermi two (a fundamental is approximately equal to a combination band), Darling-Dennison (two overtones or two combination bands or a mixture of these two are approximately equal), and Coriolis (two fundamentals are approximately equal). The effect of a resonance is to push one member of the pair of states to a lower energy and the other to a higher energy. Intensity sharing across a resonance also occurs, which can result in bands that would normally be of zero or minimal intensity to gain significant intensity.
Additional complications arise when multiple modes or combination bands are in simultaneous resonances, respectively. These so-called polyads need to be considered together through a resonance matrix (see Ref. 26) and are the source of the vibrational Darling-Dennison and Coriolis resonances. The resulting eigenvectors (squared) and eigenvalues of the resonance matrix give the percent mixing of individual modes and combination bands involved in the polyad, and the new energies arising from the multiple interactions. The intensities can also be calculated individually through anharmonic means, as described in Ref. 27 . However, when there are resonances, the anharmonic IR intensities will also have resonant terms that need to be removed. In our previous work, it was shown that double harmonic intensities distributed according to the eigenvectors of the polyad matrix accurately reproduce intensity patterns. 22 For a more detailed description of the theory involved in this work see Ref. 22 and references therein.
III. METHODS

A. Theoretical methods
The quantum chemical calculations in this work were performed with Gaussian 09 28 and the VPT2 calculations were performed with SPECTRO. 29 Gaussian was used to compute the optimized geometry of the molecules, the harmonic intensities, the anharmonic intensities (no polyad mixings), and the quartic force fields (quadratic, cubic, and quartic force constants). A DFT framework with the B971 functional 30 and a T2ZP basis 31 was used for the Gaussian calculations, as suggested in Refs. 32 and 33.
Gaussian09 is able to compute the VPT2 anharmonic spectrum of molecules; however, it was unable to reproduce accurately the C-H stretching region of PAHs due to the large number of simultaneous resonances occurring. 19 Therefore, the SPECTRO program was used to carry out the VPT2 calculations in order to handle these large resonant groups or polyads.
The optimized geometry and the normal coordinate QFF of each molecule were taken from the Gaussian output and input into SPECTRO. Since the current version of SPECTRO cannot take normal coordinate QFFs as input, a linear transformation into Cartesian coordinates 34 was performed first.
SPECTRO determines what are considered to be resonant states, and therefore must be removed from the regular VPT2 treatment, through a set of thresholds. Two types of threshold are present: the maximum energy separation of the states considered ∆ (denominator term) and the interaction strength of the states W (numerator term). In our previous work, 22 it was found that the default values used by SPECTRO to detect resonances (∆ = 200 cm −1 and W = 10 cm −1 ) were sufficient, i.e., the spectrum did not change significantly as these thresholds were further increased. After testing it was determined that the W threshold was allowing singularities (missed resonances) to enter into the VPT2 treatment causing significant changes to the resulting spectrum. As such, the W threshold was set to zero and resonances were detected purely on the energy separation of the states. A side effect of this, however, is that it allows for states with incorrect symmetry to enter into resonance unnecessarily. A separate subroutine was therefore written to ensure symmetry constraints were obeyed. In passing by, we notice that if these symmetry constraints are broken, it will not cause changes to the computed spectrum, but it would increase significantly the number of resonant states and thus polyad sizes. This results in an unnecessary increase in computational time by adding many zero-valued entries to the resonance matrices.
The final QFF anharmonic spectra were constructed using the line positions from SPECTRO, the anharmonic intensities from Gaussian (for modes not in polyads), and the harmonic intensities from Gaussian distributed across the polyads (for modes in polyads), as described in Ref. 22 .
Special theoretical consideration is necessary for triphenylene since it is a symmetric top with D 3h symmetry; additional discussion is given in the Appendix.
B. Experimental methods (MIS)
The MIS IR spectroscopic techniques employed for these samples have been described in detail elsewhere 11, 35, 36 and will only be briefly summarized here. All samples were isolated in an inert argon matrix prepared by vapor codeposition of the PAH of interest with an over abundance of argon (Ar) onto a 15 K CsI window suspended in a high-vacuum chamber (p < 10 −8 Torr). The sample being investigated was vaporized from a heated Pyrex tube while the argon (Matheson prepurified, 99.998%) was admitted through an adjacent length of liquid nitrogen cooled copper tubing, to minimize water and other contaminates. The conditions were optimized to produce an Ar/PAH ratio in excess of ≈1000 : 1. An FTIR spectrum of the sample was recorded once a sufficient amount of neutral material was accumulated, as indicated by the strength of the weakest bands.
Samples of chrysene (C 18 H 12 , 98% purity), pyrene (C 16 H 18 , 99% purity), phenanthrene (C 14 H 10 , 98% purity), and triphenylene (C 18 H 12 , 98% nominal purity) were obtained from the Aldrich Chemical Company. Significant impurities were noticed, initially, in the samples of triphenylene. These less volatile impurities were removed by baking out the sample, under vacuum, just below the sublimation temperature of the sample. The benz[a]anthracene (1,2-benzanthracene) sample was obtained from Resolutions Systems, the U.S. supplier for Chiron Chemical Company and was 99% or greater purity. Deposition temperatures for the PAHs discussed here were phenanthrene, 13 • C (cooled); pyrene, 65 • C; benz[a]anthracene, 85 • C; chrysene, 95 • C; and triphenylene, 85 • C. The mid-IR spectra for chrysene, pyrene, phenanthrene, and triphenylene were recorded on a Nicolet Analytical Instruments, Model 740 FTIR spectrometer using an MCT-B detector/KBr beam splitter combination while the benz[a]anthracene data were collected on a Bio-Rad/Digilab Excalibur FTS-4000 IR spectrometer using an MCT-B detector/KBR broadband beam splitter combination. All spectra were recorded as a co-addition of either 250 or 500 scans at a resolution of 0.5 cm −1 . For presentation purposes, the reported spectra have been baseline-corrected with several bands resulting from impurities (such as water and purge air) either subtracted or truncated using the Win-IR Pro 3.4 Software package.
C. Experimental methods (high-resolution gas-phase)
The experimental setup used to perform laser spectroscopy on a supersonic molecular jet has been described previously 37 as well. A given sample was kept at a temperature higher than its melting point to create enough vapor pressure for detection. Mixed with 2 bars of a carrier gas (argon), the sample was expanded into the vacuum through a pulsed valve (General Valve) with a typical opening time of 200 µs.
Detection of the molecules after the expansion was achieved through resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization followed by mass-selective ion detection. A dye laser (Sirah Cobra Stretch) was fixed on a specific electronic transition of the molecule under investigation (see Ref. 25 for more details) while an ArF excimer laser beam (Neweks PSX-501) in temporal overlap with the dye laser was used to ionize the molecules from the electronically excited state.
To probe the ground state vibrational levels, an IR laser beam with a line width of 0.07 cm −1 was introduced 200 ns before the excitation and ionization beams. The 3 µm pulse was a product of difference frequency mixing of the fundamental outputs of the dye laser (Sirah Precision Scan with LDS798 dye) and the Nd:YAG laser (Spectra Physics Lab 190) in a LiNbO 3 crystal. Resonant excitation of vibrational levels resulted in depletion of ground state population of the probed molecules and thus led to a dip in the ion signal.
IV. RESULTS
In the following, we will compare the theoretical anharmonic spectra with experimental spectra obtained under three different experimental conditions. To allow for a proper comparison, we have convolved 38 the theoretical stick spectra with Lorentzian profiles with appropriate full-width half-maximums (FWHM) (2 cm −1 for the MIS spectra, 18 cm −1 for the high-temperature gas-phase spectra, and 2 cm −1 for the high-resolution low-temperature gas-phase data). Figures 2 and 3 show visual comparisons between the convolved theoretical spectrum and the MIS experiment, high-temperature experiment, and the high-resolution, lowtemperature gas-phase experiment for benz[a]anthracene. See supplementary material for similar comparisons of each PAH in figures S1 through S10. convolved theoretical band positions and intensities were determined by fitting Lorentzian profiles to the spectra using the software package Fityk. 39 Experimental bands with relative peak intensities under 1% of the maximum intensity bands have been excluded.
For the high-temperature gas-phase spectra, as well as the MIS, line position and intensity comparisons between experiment and theory are given in Tables S1 and S2 of the supplementary material. Similar spectral features (i.e., position, intensities, and profiles) between the five species are aligned across the rows of the tables. The MIS spectra are of high enough resolution to warrant direct comparison of the vibrational mode types. It is important to note that vibrational mode descriptions become vague when describing modes that are in resonance; as such the spectral bands are organized by their dominant resonant component. Two strong water bands at 1608 cm −1 and 1624 cm −1 are observed in the MIS spectra for each PAH (and have been truncated), as well as a continuum-like feature under these water bands for chrysene and phenanthrene. Seven MIS bands could not be assigned with theoretical bands.
Individual bands are not resolved in the C-H stretching region of the high-temperature and MIS experiments due to temperature effects for the former, and steric hindrance of the hydrogens for the latter. Therefore, analysis of the C-H stretching region is performed only for the highresolution gas-phase spectra. A detailed line assignment and comparison between theory and the high-resolution experiment is given for benz[a]anthracene in Table I and  mode descriptions in Table II ; similar comparisons are available for each of the molecules in Tables S3 through S12 (including mode descriptions) of the supplementary material. Since resonance mixing between modes is so strong in this region assignment of each band to a fundamental or combination band is impossible. Instead only the dominant resonant components (typically components that are over 10% mixed) and dominant intensity sources can be identified (note that these intensity sources are not necessarily the dominant resonant sources). Along with these identifications, an ID letter is given for each band which corresponds to the identification letters in the respective spectra shown. TABLE I. Line positions [cm −1 ], relative intensities, dominant resonant components, and origin of intensities for the bands of the benz[a]anthracene in the high-resolution gas-phase IR absorption spectra obtained in a molecular beam (this work) and the theoretical anharmonic spectrum (this work) as shown in Figure 3 . ID Sym. Exp. 25 
V. DISCUSSION
A. MIS
Excellent agreement between the MIS spectra and the convolved anharmonic spectra was achieved. See supplementary material for figures of the theoretical spectra compared to experiment, as well as tables listing the band positions, relative intensities, and mode descriptions. Broadening of the C-H stretching modes due to solid state interactions between the PAH and the matrix prevents meaningful comparison in this region. Comparison between theory and experiment for the C-H modes is therefore reserved for the high-resolution gas-phase experiments ( Table I) .
The average absolute percent differences in line positions between the MIS spectra and the convolved theoretical spectra are given in Table III for each molecule. Figure 4 shows a histogram of the percent differences between the line positions of the theory and MIS for all five species combined. This leads to a Gaussian distribution with the average deviation being 0.41% ± 0.63%. Previous work 40 has shown that argon matrix interaction effects lead to an average deviation from the gas phase by 0.21% ± 0.87%. The theoretical line positions in this work can therefore be determined accurately to within experimental limitations of MIS spectroscopy. The average absolute percent differences in relative band intensities (relative to the peak intensity of the strongest out-of-plane C-H mode) between the MIS spectra and the convolved theoretical spectra are given in Table III for each molecule. Matrix interaction effects on band intensities are not as well known as are line positions. However, since the largest deviations are seen for the weakest bands, it is plausible that matrix effects are indeed occurring. Nevertheless, overall intensity features match well enough between theory and experiment that line assignment is generally unambiguous.
With the inclusion of anharmonicity, the theoretical spectra now can reproduce the large number of combination bands with significant intensities that appear in the experimental spectra. From ∼1200-1600 cm −1 there are a number of combination bands interspersed with the fundamental bands. These include in-plane ring deformations + in-plane ring deformations, out-of-plane C-H bends + out-of-plane drumheads, and out-of-plane C-H bends + out-of-plane C-C bends. The region from ∼1600-2000 cm −1 is dominated by out-of-plane C-H bend + out-of-plane C-H bend combination bands; no fundamentals and no other types of combination bands have appreciable intensity in this region.
B. High-temperature gas-phase
Excellent agreement between the low-resolution gasphase spectra and the convolved anharmonic spectra was also achieved. See supplementary material for figures of the theoretical spectra compared to experiment, as well as tables listing the band positions, and relative intensities.
The average absolute percent differences in line positions between the high-temperature gas-phase experimental spectra are given in Table III for each molecule. Figure 5 shows a histogram of the percent differences between the line positions of the anharmonic theory and the high-temperature gas-phase for all five species combined. This leads to a Gaussian distribution with the average deviation being 0.53% ± 0.95%. Using the temperature dependence linear fit equations of Ref. 41 (using the pyrene and coronene data in this region), the expected average deviation due to temperature is calculated to be 0.52%. The theoretical line positions in this work can therefore be considered accurate to within temperature dependent shifts.
The average absolute percent differences in relative band intensities (relative to the peak intensity of the strongest out-of-plane C-H mode) between the hightemperature gas-phase experimental spectra and the convolved theoretical spectra are given in Table III for 
C. C-H stretching region (low-temperature gas-phase)
A high level of qualitative and quantitative agreement between theory and experiment was achieved for the low-temperature gas-phase experiments. See supplementary material for figures of the theoretical spectra compared to experiment, as well as tables listing the band positions and assignments, relative intensities, and dominant resonances with mode descriptions.
The average absolute percent difference in line positions between the low-temperature high-resolution gas-phase experimental spectra in the C-H stretching region and the convolved theoretical spectra is given in Table III for each molecule. Figure 6 shows a histogram of the percent differences between the line positions of the anharmonic theory and the high-resolution, low-temperature gas-phase spectra for all five species combined. The number of bands observed for the five species in the C-H stretching region is limited, as such the statistics on this region are less rigorous. With this in consideration, this leads to a tentative Gaussian distribution with the average deviation being −0.13% ± 0.25%. Agreement is best for the lowtemperature, high-resolution gas-phase data where physical perturbations are minimized.
The average absolute percent differences in relative band intensities (relative to the peak intensity of the strongest band in the C-H stretching region of each molecule) between the low-temperature, high-resolution gasphase experimental spectra and the convolved theoretical spectra are given in Table III for each molecule. Again, agreement is best for the low-temperature, high-resolution gas-phase data where physical perturbations are minimized.
This level of agreement in the C-H stretching region provides validation for the theoretical approach used in this work. It is possible that the remaining small deviations in line position and intensities between theory and experiment could be explained by the level of theory used. We therefore performed an MP2 with a cc-pVDZ basis set anharmonic analysis on naphthalene. After performing these calculations, a slight improvement in some line positions was seen, but many experimental bands were still unexplained (possible triple combination bands 19 ) or not improved at all. This leads to the conclusion that it may be more beneficial to include additional anharmonic terms (quintic, sextic, etc.) than to increase the level of theory. It should be noted that due to the size of PAHs, both raising the level of theory or including additional anharmonic terms is currently computationally not yet feasible.
The anharmonic analysis shows that resonances play a dominant role in describing the C-H stretching region of PAHs. Harmonic calculations predict only a handful of active modes in this region, while the experimental results show many. These additional modes were found to occur due to mainly type two Fermi resonances. It was also found that the strong resonances in this region always occur between one C-H stretching fundamental in resonance with an in-plane C-H bending mode in combination with an in-plane C-C stretching mode (see the supplementary material for mode descriptions). Combinations between two in-plane C-H bends and two in-plane C-C stretches do not show strong coupling to the C-H stretching modes, even though the sum of their energies would put them in range to resonate in a type two Fermi resonance.
D. Astrophysical implications
This study, in conjunction with our previous work, 22 demonstrates the need for anharmonicities to be taken into account when studying astronomical IR PAH spectra. Again, we see how the current modelling of the AIBs can fall short due to the poor reliability of harmonic IR spectra.
The C-H stretching region is especially problematic as the shape and strength of the bands are controlled by resonances. This region can therefore only be understood properly by introducing anharmonicities to models and using an appropriate treatment of resonant states. This conclusion is even more important in the context of the upcoming launch of the James Webb Space Telescope, which will provide high-resolution spectra of this spectral region. Up until now harmonic IR models have sufficed due to the lack of high-resolution astronomical observations of this region, but it is clear that these will not suffice when high-resolution data will become available. This short-coming, in turn, will also be of major impact on the usefulness of astronomical models.
The pure combination band region is controlled by C-H out-of-plane + C-H out-of-plane combination bands. This region can also only be explained by introducing anharmonicities to models. These features have been observed in astronomical observations 43 and since this region is controlled by only C-H out-of-plane modes it may provide an additional means of characterizing the edge structure of astronomical PAHs. Investigations are currently underway.
Temperature effects, emission models, and PAH destruction models are also greatly affected by including anharmonicities. All of these properties are affected by the density of states of excited PAHs. Introducing anharmonicities dramatically changes the complexity of the available states. Investigations on these effects on the theoretical spectra are currently underway.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Five non-linear PAHs were considered in this work: benz[a]anthracene, chrysene, phenanthrene, pyrene, and triphenylene. All theoretical spectra show excellent agreement in band positions with the three types of experiments shown. The theoretical band positions have been shown to be in agreement with the MIS data to within an average of 0.41% with a standard deviation of 0.63%, with high-temperature gas-phase to within an average of 0.53% with a standard deviation of 0.95%, and with low-temperature gas-phase in the C-H stretching region to within an average of −0.13% with a standard deviation of 0.25%. The good comparison with the high-resolution, low-temperature gas-phase spectra is particularly gratifying as these spectra provide "ground truth." Further, this is the region that is theoretically the most challenging due to the dominance of Fermi resonances, and hence, we take it that this good comparison implies that in the absence of gas-phase data anharmonic calculations are the instrument of choice when analyzing astronomical observations.
Intensity comparison between the anharmonic IR spectra and experiments shows moderate agreement for the MIS and high-temperature gas-phase data. Temperature effects and matrix interaction effects could be responsible for the larger discrepancies in intensities. High-resolution data where these effects are absent show better agreement. This underlines the need for experimental low-temperature gasphase spectra in the complete IR range. Triphenylene (see the Appendix) shows intensity problems, both due to a poorly estimated QFF and erroneously calculated anharmonic intensities.
The reduction of symmetry to handle a symmetric top molecule, such as triphenylene, with the anharmonic approach presented in this work has been shown to have limitations, but the results are surprisingly good in the C-H stretching region. Further investigation into other highly symmetric molecules as well as other techniques for dealing with symmetric tops is warranted. SPECTRO is able to handle symmetric top molecules, but there is a potential issue for non-degenerate, non-totally symmetric modes which must be handled carefully. 44 Symmetric top molecules are of special importance since many current astronomical models, both theoretical and experimental, use coronene (D 6h symmetry) as a typical PAH stand-in. Efforts are currently underway to apply the methods described in this work to coronene in order to better understand the issues that arise.
Compared to harmonic calculations (see Ref. 25 for a comparison in the C-H stretching region) the anharmonic calculations provide a vast improvement. Harmonic frequencies are off by typically over 4%, whereas the anharmonic frequencies are off by less than 1%. This level of agreement eliminates the need for an empirical scaling factor to bring harmonic calculations in line with experiment. Harmonic calculations can also not explain the large number of bands seen in the C-H stretching region (type two Fermi resonances), or reproduce any of the large number of bands seen in the 1600-2000 cm −1 region (combination bands), while anharmonic calculations can. These conclusions are important as they imply that also for compounds for which it so far has not been possible to record experimental IR spectra, it is possible to use theoretically predicted spectra as a reliable proxy. This, in turn, paves the way for a full in-silico screening of PAH models.
Patterns are beginning to arise with the anharmonic effects on the spectra of PAHs, especially in the resonance structure of the C-H stretching region and pure combination band region. All strong bands occurring in the C-H stretching region involve type two Fermi resonances (ν a + ν b ≈ ν c ) consisting of C-C stretching modes in combination with in-plane C-H bending modes resonating with in-plane C-H stretching fundamentals. Likewise, all strong bands occurring in the pure combination band region are combinations of two out-of-plane C-H bends. This, along with symmetry considerations, greatly simplifies the number of interacting modes to consider and accounts for most of the anharmonic effects observed. This holds promise for generalizing anharmonic effects in order to avoid full anharmonic QFF analysis for many individual PAH species. However, a larger set of test cases, including larger PAHs sizes and various molecular symmetries, is necessary in order to further develop these generalizations and techniques. Efforts are currently underway. PAH derivatives (methylated, hydrogenated, dehydrogenated, nitrogen-substituted, cations, anions, etc.) are also of great interest to astronomers. For that reason this work is also being extended into investigating anharmonic effects on these species.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL
See supplementary material for the comparisons of the theoretical anharmonic spectra of this work with the MIS, high-temperature gas-phase, and low-temperature high-resolution gas-phase experiments. Vibrational mode descriptions of the assigned lines are provided, as well as detailed line assignments for the C-H stretching region.
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APPENDIX: TRIPHENYLENE
Triphenylene is a symmetric top, with D 3h symmetry. Gaussian09 cannot handle symmetric tops at the anharmonic level. Therefore, to circumvent this triphenylene was approximated as an asymmetric top by slightly perturbing the masses of two opposing carbon atoms of the central ring from 12 a.u. to 12.01 a.u., consequently lowering the symmetry to C 2v .
By perturbing the masses slightly the symmetry of a molecule breaks, while preserving the symmetry of the potential energy surface as much as possible. Perturbing the masses resulted in the degenerate harmonic modes splitting by ∼0.01%, leaving the potential with nearly the same symmetry at the harmonic level. The symmetry of the potential at the anharmonic level can be estimated by comparing the cubic force constants. 42 For degenerate modes of a symmetric top, the normal coordinate cubic force constants are related by
where a and b are components of a degenerate normal mode, and a is symmetric with respect to the operations of the point group while b is antisymmetric with respect to one operation. For triphenylene the comparisons between the non-zero cubic force constants of the degenerate modes (14 pairs) show a percent difference of 28% on average. The sign of the cubic force constants is all found to be correct between pairs. This result shows that the symmetry of the QFF of triphenylene is more broken than ideal, most likely due to the level of theory used.
Performing the VPT2 anharmonic analysis with SPEC-TRO with this slightly broken symmetry QFF, it was found that there is moderate agreement in the 1600-2000 cm −1 region. Major deviations, however, can be seen in between 1400 and 1550 cm −1 (see the supplementary material). The appearance of additional strong bands in this region (and a few minor bands in the 1600-2000 cm −1 region) is a result of the over-estimation of resonance strengths between modes caused by the breakdown of the QFF. For bands <1400 cm −1 major deviations are found with the anharmonic intensities reported by Gaussian09. Some anharmonic bands were found to have intensities two, or even sometimes three, orders of magnitude too high (not shown). For the <1400 cm −1 region we therefore reverted to using the harmonic intensities in our analysis. The extremely large intensities are likely due to "resonances" between modes that are actually different components of a degenerate vibration and are a byproduct of using an asymmetric top formulation for a symmetric top molecule.
The C-H stretching region, on the other hand, shows excellent agreement with experiment. This agreement is due to the fact that the parts of the QFF affecting resonances between C-H in-plane modes appear to be largely unaffected by the symmetry lowering. Harmonic intensities are being utilized in this region for all molecules, so spurious anharmonic intensities are already excluded. The lowering of the symmetry of the molecule also led to changes in the symmetries of the individual bands, complicating assigning symmetries to individual bands, especially combination bands. Therefore, no symmetries are listed in the supplementary material.
